THE QUEEN OF SOUL
THANKSGIVING TRASH
TALK
She is NOT dead yet. Aretha is alive and well.
Aretha Franklin has a few choice words
for those who think she’s on her
deathbed.
“I’m doing well generally, all test have
come back good,” the 75-year-old Queen
of Soul told Us Weekly. “I’ve lost a lot
of weight due to side effects of
medicine, it affects your weight…
Thanxxxx for your concern.”
On Tuesday, the internet ran wild after
a fake Twitter account erroneously
announced her death.

I am one of the people briefly snookered by the
hoax. So Marcy thought Turkey Trash ought
feature the Queen. And so it will!
It is appropriate because Motown Lions always
play on Turkey Day. And it is the first game on
tap today. The Vikings come on over for the
tradition at Ford Field. Has the makings on an
uncommonly good Detroit Thanksgiving game. They
are not always this, errrr, promising. Not sure
the Vikes are all that, but give them their due,
Case Keenum and the Norske handed the on a roll
LA Rams their ass last weekend. It is a pick em,
and I am really looking forward to this game.
Second up is Bolts at ‘Boys on CBS. Jerry Jones
is a cartoon character straight out of the
Simpsons villain set. Just look at his jawline
and picture The Simpsons. Dallas deserves all
the bad news they get. What whiny assholes.
Interesting that Tony Romo will be on the call.
Romo is a little relentless on his color
commentary, but has been generally very good so
far. Today ought be interesting. This game has
nowhere near the actual playoff interest as

Lions/Vikes, and no idea where it will go. The
Bolts have been extremely uneven this year, but
Phil Rivers is still dangerous. Probably gonna
regret this, but rooting for the Bolts in an
upset.
Last meat on the table is Giants at Skins. Hard
to believe this is the grand finale on such a
storied NFL day. Yuck. NBC must be dying that
this is the dreck they were left with as America
goes into an L-Tryptophan snooze. Someone will
win. Theoretically anyway. At this point, Kirk
Cousins is a far better QB than the Really Bad
Eli. So, I’ll take the Skins.
So, today’s Trash is fueled by Queen Aretha.
Could have gone with any number of songs,
including Respect or, of course, Chain of Fools.
But Ain’t No Way is an under appreciated
favorite, so that was the choice. Happy
Thanksgiving folks.

